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HIGHLIGHTS

The HIFAR Program made excellent progress during the last six months. The design and
"

development of the ILSE concept have been our major activities during this time period. The

Q

physics design for the ILSE accelerator is described in the section by T. J. Fessenden and pregress
on ion sources, injectors, matching,

merging are described in the papers by H. Rutkowski,

A. Faltens and E. Henestroza, and K. Hahn.

W. Fawley and L. J. Laslett have designed short quadrupole magnets that are compatible
with either normal or superconducting
apertures.

technology,

and that have interestingly

large dynamic

Short quadrupoles are necessary to minimize the cost and maximize the efficiency of

heavy ion drivers; however, there has been some concern that short quadrupoles

would lead to

excessive emittance growth,

For several years we have believed that we would either have to use expensive, cobaltbased magnetic materials for induction cores or develop insulating materials that could withstand
the high-temperature

annealing thought to be needed for inexpensive iron-based materials, lt now

appears that the iron-based materials will not require annealing.

Moreover,

extremely

thin

insulation is now available which allows us to fabricate compact, inexpensive, efficient induction
cores. This work is described in the section by L. Regin_to and C. Fong.

•

Emittance measurements

were very time-consuming

an MBE-4, and we are examining

alternative approaches for ILSE. S. Eylon and C. Lionberger have developed a new diagnostics
system that reduces the time required to measure emittance by more than a factor of 30. The article
on page 14 describes the new system.

In addition to our work on ILSE, the ion source for the final focus experiment
performed in collaboration
operational.

with AccSys Corporation),

Beam uniformity,

(to be

has been designed and built and is now

current density, and emittance are already good butwill

be

improved by employing a new heater design for the ion source. This work is described on page 3.

Ion source

for the Final
E. Henestroza

Focus

ScaKng

and

Experiment

S. Eyion

A Final Focus Scaling Experiment is being
performed with AccSys Corporation with supportfrom a SBIR
grant, lt will be performed on the Single Beam Transport
Experiment (SBTE)using a modified Cs+ source injector. The
experiment requires a beamwith the following characteristics:
a) A waist that is less than 1" in diameter at the entrance
to the final focus transport system.
b) A waist location that does not change as the current is
charged.
c) A current thatscales as the square of the beam radius.
In order to meet these requirements the SBTE ion
source
has been
redesigned
theatEGUN
to
obtain alayout
converging,
uniform
currentusing
density
the endcode
of the
diode. This has been done by repositioning the extraction
electrodes as well as the Pierce electrode. A set of currents can
be obtained by a set of circular apertures located at the beam

"

"

Fig. 1

obtained by the EGUN cede.
11
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Fig. 1 shows the beam trajectories and equipotential
lines obtained by the EGUN code (Ref 1). The simulation
predicts that the source will deliver 10 mA of converging,
uniform Cs+ beam within an aperture of 12.5 mm radius at the
end of the diode. The energy of this beam is 120keV.
The SBTE injector was modified and assembled
following the above d_ign, an improved source was installed,
and measurements were taken to characterize the injector
performance.
The dependence of beam total current on the injector
voltage, i.e. beam energy, is shown in Fig. 2 and found to be
consistent with the Child-I.,angmuir space-charge limited
emission law.

'<
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_
_
t,
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•

The current density profile measured using a 1 mm
pinhole aperture to scan the beam horizontally along the
diameter showed a uniform current density of about
2.1 mA/cm 2. This result is consistent with the linear
dependence of the measured apertured be.,_',m
current v.s. the
aperture area shown in Fig. 3.
Emittance measurements were taken with a two slit
scanner. The first slit is about 1/2" from the injector output
electrode (close to the the predicted team waist position).
This measurement resulted in an unnormalized beam emittance
of 5'/rcmm-mr, a beam divergence angle of 2 mr, and a beam
radius of 11.2 mm. Fig. 5 shows the phase space plot, i.e.,
beam divergence angle X' v.s. beam radius X, obtained from
the above emittance measurement. The total beam current
measured at an energy of 120 keV is about 90% of the current
predicted by the EGUN simulations. This difference may be
due to a relative low emitting surface temperature caused by a
low _ource heater efficiency. A source with a new improved
heater design and increased emission will be available in the
near future.
The source performance
is consistent with the
requirements for the Final Focus Scaling Experiment.

Beam trajectories and equipotential lines
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ILSE Physics
T. J. Fessenden

Introduction
Since the original design was generated,the approach to
the ILSE experiments has changed The present plan is for
the accelerator to be constructed as a project with the experi,
mental program to follow. This strategy should minimize
both the risk associated with the project and the total project
cost. The project would be justified as providing the facility
for the research program. We estimate that the research program could start in approximately five years under the assumptions of two years of Research and Development
Associated with Construction (RDAC) beginning in the
spring of 92 and a three year construction project beginning
in FY 94. This plan evolved in a workshop held at the San
Damiano Retreat on August 12.14, 1991.
To design the ILSE components, we have focused on the
maximum parameters that ILSE should address in modeling
the behavior of beams in a driver. A reference physics design
was developed that accelerates Ne + from 2 to 10 MV with
amplification of the total current from 4.3 to 10 amps over a
length of approximately 40 m. The design of the magneticfocus section was done so that it could ultimately transport
ali the expected beam current following 4' 1 beanacombining.
Each of four beams in the electric-focus section carries the
line density considered optimum for a fusion driver and,
therefore, the beams in ILSE and those of a fusion driver will
be of similar size.
ILSE Layout
Figure 1 is a layout of the accelerator and experiments
combining, beam bending, drift compression, and focussing.
Table 1 contains parameters of the reference physics design.
Four beams at driver line-charge densities will be obtained
from a 2-MV injector. The nominal pulse width of this
reference ILSE design is 1.3 Its. The injector is followed by
a matching section that transforms the round beams produced
by the injector to an "A-G" profile and "squeezes" them
together for insertion into the electric-focused linac. To
amplify the current, the linac imparts a velocity shear or "tilt'
to the beams as it accelerates the beams to 4.5 MV. During
the experimer.tal program, the four beams will be combined
to one in the 18 half-lattice-periods (HLPs) of the combining

Design

section. During the project phase, one of the four beams will
be transferredto the system axis and the other threediscarded.
The magnetic-focus accelerator will continue current
amplification while accelerating the be,mn to 10 MV, Both
the electric and magnetic focused sections of ILSE contain 32
accelerating cells which are grouped into blocks of 8. The
cell blocks are separated by two HLPs which provide
diagnostic access to the beams. Along the machine, as the
focusing system becomes more efficient, the I-ILP increases
from 33 cm in the first three blocks, to 41 cm in the fourth
cell block, to 50 cm from the beginning of the combining
,sectionto the end of the accelerator.
Table 1 Parameters of the reference physics design
Initial kinetic energy
= 2.0 MeV
Electricbeam-aperture
= 3.5 cm (radius)
Magnetic beam-aperture = 6.5 cm (radius)
Initial current
= 4.4 Amp Total
Initial pulse duration
= 1.3 gs
Initial pulse length
= 5.7 meters
Initial line density
= 0.25 ItC / m / beam
Final kinetic energy
= 10.1 MeV
Final current
= I0.1 A
Final pulse duration
= 0.56 Its
Final pulse length
= 5.4 meters
Final line density
= 1.06 ItC/m / beam
Final beam energy
- 57.30 Joules
Length of the Linac
= 41.2 meters
# of acceleration gaps
= 64
Final velocity tilt
= 6.0 %
Summary of the planned ILSE experiments
The first experiments will measure the parameters of the
4 beams delivered by the 2 MV injector and match the beams
for insertion into the induction accelerator. Achievement of
the full ILSE parameters requires beams from the injector
with line charge densities of 0.25 gC/m (Neon + or
Potassium+). These beams will be equal in size and line
density to those needed for a ftu;iondriver.

r

|04'

Fig 1. Layout of the ILSE experiments
5
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Next will come the operation of the electmstatically ftcused induction linac which takf_sthe beams to 4,5 MV.
This portion of the accelerator can be operated both at constant current (requires flat acceleration pulses) or as a buncher
to impart a velocity tilt to the be.atmthat will permit current
amplification in the last 5-6 MV of the accelerator. The
transport aperture and the electric quadrupole focusing voltages will be equal to those in a driver,
Dynamic steering experiments are planned for the region
betweei' the electric-focused accelerator and the combiner,
The positions and directions of the four beams in the transport channel will be adjusted to be as near and parallel to the
axis as possible using time-dependent steering.
Combiner experiments will be an important new contribution to the physics and technology of heavy ion linacs,
The experiments will be done both with and without a velocity tilt to the beams. The key finding will be the emittance
dilution that will occur as the 4 beams are combined to 1.
These measurements will be compared with theory to complete our understanding and evaluation of the practicality of
beam-combining in heavy ion inertial fusion drivers, Our
present cotnbiner designs use linear focusing elements but a
wide variety of experiments may be possible that use nonlinear elements to reduce the emittance growth,
Further acceleration of the 4 beams to 10 MV in a magnetically-focused induction linac will demonstrate our ability
to make the transition from an electrostatic to magnetic
transport system. Of continued interest will be the evolution
of the transverse and longitudinal emittances of the beams,
The use of a light "heavy ion" allows the ILSE beam to be
transported magnetically at greatly reduced energy and therefore cost than will be,encountered in a driver. Becaase more
space is available in the magnetic transport section, beam
steering using frequent time-independent steering dipoles will
be studied.

Accurate focusing to a small focal spot is required for
high target gain; therefore, final focusing experiments are an
essential part of the ILSE experimental program, In these
experiments the beam will be focused by magnetic quadrupole
lens to a small spot. Of interest are: pulse to pulse reproducibility of the size and location of the focal spot; method,s
of partially neutralizing the ion beam tlmt reduce space charge
repulsion allowing a smaller spot; potential filamentation or
two-stream instabilities which could be important in a reactor
or perhaps the corona of a fusion target; and the material
temperature achieved at the focal spot. The use of dipole,
_xtupole, and octopole elements to correct chromatic and geometric aberrations are potentially important experiments.
Using preformed plasma channels to guide the beam across
the reactor to the target would lead to very attractive reactor
concepts. This type of plasma guiding can be studied using
the ILSE beams.

.
,

If physics and engineering studies continue to be favorable, the ILSE linac could be operated as an injector to a recirculating accelerator which would continue accelerating the
ions to energies approaching 100 MeV as sketched in Fig. 2.
Although the decision to perform these experiments will be
made at a later date, space at the end of the linac has been retained for recirculation. According to present studies, recirculation has potential for reducing the cost of heavy-ion driver
by more than a factor of two; thus, recirculation experiments
are important in their own right. Moreover, the higher kinetic energy available from a ring would enhance the focusability of the ILSE beams, The ring could also provide the
long transport distances that are required for some studies of
longitudinal dynamics.
ILSE

Recirculator
ln_t_on
(_Hty)

0Mat.t_ _M,v_,

The experiments on bending of space charge-dominateA
beams through large angles are very important. Results
(e.g., emittance preservation, chromatic effects) from these
experimems will be compar_ with theory and simulation.
Most HIF driver designs do require some beam bending between the accelerator and f'malfocus.
An importan_ concept in a heavy ion driver is the factor
of about 10 current amplification that occurs in the driftcompression section from the end of the linac to the final focus lens. The beam enters this section with an axial velocity
tilt thus causing it to bunch longitudinally. As the beam
line charge density increases, the axial space charge force
grows until the compression is stopped. Ideally, the axial
position of velocity tilt reversal is identical for ali beam ions;
at this position, the beam can be focu_d without chromatic
aberration. Because the line charge densities in the ILSE
beams are near driver scale, we will be.able to address the im-
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portant features of this manipulation, e.g. transverse and lthgitudinal emiuance growth, at relevant scale.
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Fig 2 Sketch of a recirculator experiment
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Injector

and Ion Source

Development

H, L. Rutkowski

"
•

At the present time, the injector program
is changing direction. New source and acceleration
structure options are being explored, partly
stimulated by new requirements from the ILSE
design effort. Experiments to studybeam behavior
in the existing injectorcontinue,
The high voltage generatorof the present
injector u,_s an inductively graded Marx circuit,
The coils in this circuit arc graduaUydeteriorating
and will have to be replaced eventually, Some
experiments involving low voltage pulsing of the
existing column were performed in the last period
that indicated it may be possible u_use a faster rise
pulse than that provided by the existing generator.
L. Reginato is designing an alternate Marx
composed of PFN stages rather than single L-C
stages that should provide an --5 gsec flat voltage
with .-.2gsec rise time, This system would have
less stored energy than the existing system and
would be designed to operate at repetitionrates as
high as ~1 Hz: Further calculations of the
implications of this system for the beam optics
must be done,

,.
,

The ion source program has taken a new
direction, Because of the lifetime _d emittance
limitations with the carbon arc source, an RF cusp
field source is being developed to provide quiet
plasma, essentially infinite, lifetime, and capability
to supply any gaseous species, During the last
review period a 10" dia., 8" long cylindrical cusp
field chamber using 16 neodymium iron magnet
bars was constructed, The geometry and strength of
the magnet bars was calculated using the POISSON
code. The number of multipoles and chamber
diameters was chosen to create a 4" diameter zone
in the center which is essentially field free
(B < 20 gauss) for extraction of large beams. The
chamber contains a porcelain coated copper antenna
which serves as a source of ionizing electrons. A
hot tungsten wire filament in the center of the
antenna serves as a source of initiating electrons to
start the pulsed discharge. We have also acquired a
commercial, pulsed R.F. oscillator-amplifiermatching network to power the source, lt is
capable of generating up to 70 kw average power
in 100 I.tsec bursts with a 1 Hz rep rate. The
amplifier tubes are operable in the 80 psig
atmosphere of the injector vesse,l. Aim, the entire
package is very compact so that it will fit easily
into the injector high voltage dome structure, The
power level was deliberately chosen to be higher

thanthe ,-6 KW requiredfor the test standsource so
that it would run a multi-beam large source in the
injector. Experiments are now underway to
characterizethe emission of the source using neon
as the fill gas, Experiments using constant flow
will be used to find a suitable operating point, At
thatpoint, acommercial piezo-electric puff valve or
a combination of several valves will be used to
reproduce the fill pressure in a pulsed fashion thus
reducing the gas load damped into the column for
each beam pulse. Initial experiments indicated that
a single puff valve cannot provide sufficient gas
fill.
Another source concept being pursued is
the hot surface contact ionization source. Such
sources are well known in the field of i_onspace
propulsionwhere the technology is well developed
for cesium ions emitted from hot tungstensurfaces.
In ourcase, a lighter ion is desired, lt is feasible to
get high ionization efficiencics for potassium from
iridiumsurfaces. The difference between ionization
potentialand work function for this material pair is
~i eV. The disadvantages of this type of source is
that high temperatures must be used (~1000'C) and
the flow of alkalai vapor must be strictly matched
to the beam extraction rate, The former condition
requires a large power source in the dome and the
downstream electrodes must be cooled to prevent
warping. The latter condition comes from the fact
that surface coverage greater than 2% of a
monolayer by the alkalai species reduces the surface
work function rapidly and unwanted neutral
emission occurs, S. Eylon is in contact with
commercial suppliers of porous tungsten sources in
an effort to purchase a suitable source for
characterizing a 1" diameter porous iridium source,
Of course there are engineering uncertainties related
to building a larger aperture source such as thermal
uniformity and cracking. However, the 1" source
will allow convenient study of the physics of
source operation and lifetime of the porous plug.
This source type is well known to provide very low
emittance due to its low ion temperature and it also
provides a fixed ion emission surface which
obviates the need for a plasma switch such as that
used with the carbon arc and the cusp field sources.

The

Injector

A. Faiter_s

Matching

Section

and E. tlenestroza

The injector and the matching section are intimately
related and neither can be treated separately, .Thefunction of the
matching section is to lake the round beams with a small,
a_hnuthally symmetric divergence emerging from the injectur
and transform them to match the alternating.gradient (A-f;)
focusing lattice in the first part of ILSE, The maximum beam
envelopes in the AG lattice are about half as great as tho_e
required within the injector, and their spacing is less than h',df
as great. In the matching process, however, the beam
envelopes and separations must at fhst be increased, and th_'n
decreased, in this process the interference between beams and
focusing elements is a major constraint, To facilitate the
required operations, the beams within the injector are launched
with a slightly convergent angle, thereby reducing their
divergence at the exit, and the beams are aimed along nonparallel individual axes which lead to a desired larger separation
between beams in the matching section. Some of these nonstandard operations are a result of the limitations in size of
ceramic insulator columns, and of the desire to maximize the
current in four beams. The matching section also includes
diagnostics to measure the 'beamparameters, and provision for
adjustingthe require_tsteering angles.
The initial beam matching problem is, from a technical
point of view, similar to the beam merging problem. Within
the injector it is economical to pack in as many large beams as
possible in order to get the greatest total output current. At the
exit of the injector the 'beams are round and spaced so closely
that it is difficult to find room for the required transport
elements. These beam_ must eventually be matched and
steered into four parallel c"hannelsata much smaller _paration
than in the injector, but first it is necessary to expand the
beams and their separations. The first matching quadrupole
makes a diverging envelope in one plane which reaches a
maximum within flae second quad. Whenever the envelope is
large in one plane, the corresponding thermal angles are small,
from conservation of emittance, which makes the beam
particularly sensitive to aberrations in that plane. The field
nonlinearities, on the other hand, tend to be largest near the
focusing electrodes. One solution to the resulting requirement
of nearly perfect quadrupole field is to use circular electrodes
whose radius is 1.146 times the aperture radius, thereby
closely approximating the ideal hyperbolic profile for 2-D
fields. The electrostatic quads are long enough in most
locations, compared to their apertures, to be treated as 2-D,
whereas this is more difficult with magnetic quads. Because
the electric quads are chosen to provide good fields, the beams
in the matching section are allowed within one centimeter of
the electrodes. The close proximity is aided by the expectation
that the beams are well center-_l in the injector channels and
that large oscillations due to random quadrupole misalignments
have not had time to develop. The required bends from tightly
spaced beams at the exit of the injector to widely separated
beams are easier than the inverse problem in the combiner

because the beams are well centered
monoenergetic.

and practically

Adopting the "lm'ge quad" solution, it is straightforward
to calculate the an'ay size and minimum beam separations for
the various computer-generatedsingle
channel matching
solutions. A common characteristic of such solutions is that
the beam envelopes expand to 1.5-2 times their initial sizes,
depending on exit angle divergences, and it is convenient to
defer the largest beam sizes and focusing element to a location
about a meter downstream. This is accomplished by the first
quad doublet which is reer_trant into the injector column and
has very limited room. Shortly after the large amplitude
location, the beams r_duce down to their matched values for
the downstream lattic:, with about a 2 cm radius. These small
beams are bent back towards each other and straightened out,
again as in the combiner, but at a larger separation than in the
combiner, At the injector end of the matching section there is
an incentive to start the matching process as early as possible
because the space charge of the beams increases the divergence;
there is no similar incentive after the beams are matched; and
the beams are brought together gradually and smoothly.

,

The focusing and bending throughout the matching
section are accomplished by electrostatic quadrupoles. In an
ideal quadrupole, the electric field gradient is constant over tl.
aperture, and any point within it may be considered as a new
orgin which has an ideal quadrupole and two bends centered on
it. By displacing the quadrupole electrodes as a rigid unit, we
obtain the desired bending angles. In most instances the
required displacement is small compared to the beam aperture.
Occasionally the suggestion has been made that in_lividual
electrodes be moved instead of ali of the electrodes as a unit,
but this leads to unwanted multipoles in the fields. The
displaced quads may be thought of as combined function
elements, and are of two types which we designate as fixed and
independent. The fixed quads share common electrodes with
more than one beam, and once built can not be easily changed.
The independent quads have no common electrodes shared by
more than one beam. The fixed quads are used immediately
after the injector, and near the end of the matching section. The
independent quads are used in the intervening region, and are
used for steering adjustments between the injector and the
accele_tator.
Beam diagnostics are located after the first doublet,
which is the earliest conveniently accessible location. The
beam emerging from the injector has an exit size and
divergence angle which change tlaroughoutthe drift distance to
the first diagnostics station. For the nominal beam parameters,
the divergence increases by about 1/4 mr/cre from space
charge. The beam parameters at the entrance to the matching
._,tion would be determined by measuring them about 50 cm
downstream and correcting them for this drift distance.

i1

,ll_JlLi, .

For design purposes, the ideal geometry is very nearly
given by

x = 4.64 cm
Y= 15.4 cm

re = relee_ode = _ ra = _ raperture
andby ourclearanceprescription,

' 00
Or -:70-86 mr
mr
'
This choice minimizes the required array _ize andangles

ra = rb + 1 = r_am
• + 1
For four beams (Fig. 1), the beam ce_a_'a'oid,
rc, is
.

for
presentexample,
and may
be consideredas
determining
the the
orgin
of a new coordinate
system,
with the new
required
bend angles being 70 mr in x and 86 mr in y. A! Q3 and

re = 7._ (rb+ 1)

The attainable
subsequent
quads the bends
bends are
may start to be reversed.
A0 = E, A(x_y) d = (E3(lcmX40cm))

re

per centimeter of displacement in the matching quads, and

ra

l

rc

(4)( 106)
A 0 = (E3(24 cm)
per centimeter of displacement in the AG transport quads:
AO3 = 25.73 mr/cm

.--

_-I 2rb

A04 =
= 29.6
27.4 mr/cre
nu'/cm
A05
A06 = 35.0 mr/cm,
and AO= 53.76 mr/cm displacement in the standard lattice.
The solution given depends on the column design
details and the detailed geometry of the fix-stfew quads, and will
continue to be refined during the design process and, after
operations begin, experimentally. There is also an ongoing
effort to design alternatives to the present injector and
matching section solution, such as strong focusing columns,
conventional columns, parallel independent columns, larger
diameter columns, etc., therefore the present design should be
viewed only as an attempt to get the desired line charge density
beams out of existing hardware.

Fig. 1Quadrupole array,
For the example solution shown in Fig. 2, the
maximum beam radii are 5.7 cm in Q2 and 7 cm in Q3. From
Eq. 3, rc = 14.36 cm for Q2 and 17.14 cm for Q3. We seek
solutions for the axis of the bearnlines, with four-fold
symmetry in the overall geometry, of the form
X = Xo + l'nx Z

LtstMATCHING
SECTION

y = yo+ my z
for the centroids of the sources within the injector at
rc=12.5 cm, and an exit constriction of rc=13.5 cm for a .--4.5
cm radius beam.
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Choosing z= 0 as the exit plane of the injector, and
orienting the axes so that
Xo = 0
Yo = 13.5
at z=0
r2
•

x2+y2.(xo+mx

z)2+(yo+my

i
g 8,
_
"-"
| 4,

z)2

'

!

may be solved ibr r=12.5 cm at z=-50 cm and r = 14.5 cm at
z=+20 cm to yield mx= 103, my= 0423.
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These give x=10.3 cm, y=17.7 cm, and rc=20.5 cm in
the third quad, which means that the second quad forms the
limiting constriction and we may start bending the beams back
towards a common axis after the second quad. The orientation
of all of the quadrupole electrodes is determined by their
orientation in the second quad, where the focusing electrode
should be in the radial direction of a coordinate system centered
on the injector. At the center of Q2, z= 45 cm and

Fig. 2
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Matching sec,lJon beam envelopes.
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Beam

Merging

in ILSE

and

Transverse

K.

Growth

Hahn

In the currently proposed ILSE design, four beamlets are
brought together in the combiner and matched into the
magnetic transport channel. The interaction between the
beamlets after combining is knc,wn to increase the transver_
velocity spread. The resultant normalized emittance growth
can be estimated using the emittance equation 1 for a matched
beam of mean radius a'

Figure 2 shows the same calculation
without the
convergence angle. Even though the initial emittance is
very small, the final emittance approaches that in Figure 1
and no particle loss is observed.
20

S[_rig] = 2 Q a 2 _f

•

,

- 2

•

------.....

15

y-emit.norm
x-emit.norm

Emittance

where Q = N_,
N = line number density, a = the down
sueam enve_opVradius, and _f is a dimensionless profile
factor depending on the beamlet arrangement and spacing.

_

_

(mm.mr) 10

For II.,SE parameters after the combiner we have Q =
4.5x10 "7, a = 0.04 m, and the prof'de factor 5f ~ 0.06 for a
symmetric initial configuration where four round beamlets
are spaced 8 mm apart and the upstream beamlet envelope
radius is 20.2 mm. This gives a normalized emittance
increase of _en~10 mm.mr which is much larger than the
initial geometric emittance dilution typically a few times the
emittance of a single beamlet upstream(- 1 mm.mr).
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,
10
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•
20

Lattice Period
Figure 1. Time history of the nonnalized

A matching section is introduced to prevent further emittance
increase. An initial convergence angle among the beamlets
can be introduced
matching section.

Emittance

emittance.

Initial

convergence angle is 9.6 tm'ad per beamleL

to reduce the beam envelope at the
The dynamics
of the beam in a

20

symmetric configuration with and without a convergence
angle have been calculated using the particle-in-cell code
SHIFT-XY. This is a sequel to the previous calculation for
the 1988 LLSE parameters 2 where both the symmetric and

•

15

Emittance

,

•
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y-emil

......

x-emit.

A

10

head-to-tail velocity tilt. The initial beamlet emittance is
assumed to be negligible. The quadrupoles of the matching
.section are assumed to be ideal with effective length of 25
"stonehenge" configurations were considered along with a
cm and bore radius of 8 cm. The half period is 50 cm. The
axial spacing between the combiner and the first quadrupole
is 12.5 cre.
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Figure 1 shows the time history of the normalized emittance
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20

Lattice Period

for the converging beamlets in a symmetric configuration.
The initial emittance of 5x10 "6 mm-mrad is due to the
converging angle of 9.6 mrad per bearnlet, which has a rather
small influence on the final emittance. The final normalized
emittance will be inversely proportional to the square root of
the ion mass as can be seen from above equation. Fr_o_
example, the ion mass number A = 200 ion would have "X]-i0
times smaller normalized emittance than A = 20 used in this
calculation. Due to the small bore radius and rather violent
beam dynamics at the matching section, a moderate fraction
(-7%) of the particles were lost.

l0

Figure 2. Time history of the emittance
"beamlets.

for non-converging

1. K. Hatm and L. Smith, 2-D Emittance Equation with
Accelerator and Compression," LBL-26167, HIFAN-415.
2. K. Hahn, "Beam Dynamics in the Matching Section after
the 4-Beam Combiner in ILSE," HIFAR Note-207, Aug.
1988.
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Short

Quadrupole

W. Fawley

"
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Magnet

and

An important issue in the design of heavy ion fusion
drivers is the dynamic aperture a of short period magnetic
quadrupoles. The reason for this is that if the undepressed
phase advance to can be kept constant (by raising Bpeak) as
the half-period L decreases, the maximum trat_aortable current
within the lattice scales as (a/L)2. However, as the,aspect ratio
(L/a) of a magnetic quad decreases, a number of phenomena
(e.g. fringe fields, azimuthal harmonic comptments) can
degrade the field quality. We have started a new design effort to
examine the minimum aUowable aspect ratio, concentrating on
_rect applicability to ILSE. Our design philosophy for ILSE
quadrupole magnets has been to maximize those features which
are expected to be present in an HIF driver while
simultaneously being aware,of cost and complexity tradeoffs,
Some of these features include:
a)

c)
_:
=
o

Small aspect ratio design to maximize the cun'ent which
can be transported stably for a given phase advance per
lattice period.

With ali of the above constraints and wishes iN mind,
we have settled on an initial design for the quadrupole magnets
for the 4.5-10 MeV portion of ILSE. This design will
continually evolve over the next year or so as aifferent asW,cts
of the problem are examined more closely. F_.,tunately, there
appears to be a reasonably wide range of designs that appear to
work for ILSE and our tentative design was favored mainly
because of the small L/a aspect ratio.

Choosing a magnet design l',mt in theory could be made
out of superconductor components and, in particular, does
not violate existing snperconductor cable limitations. For
example, the minimum radius of curvature must not be
too small (> 1 cre) and the maximum magnetic field at
any particular winding must not be too high relative to
the average qua&upole field component to prevent
quenching. Furthermore, "air-core" magnet designs are to
be preferred to those which use iron to suppress and
control fringe fields,

One particular design has two layers of windings
centered on a radius of 7.0 cm and a maximum wir_dinglength
of 21 cna. Hence, L/a can be considered to be 3. If this short a
magnet can be constructed with the good transport properties,
this would be significantly good news for HIF driver design.
However, the effective length of the magnet, 16.5 cre, is
significantly shorter and leads to a required peak quadrupole
field at the windings of approxima',ely 1.5 Tesla to focus a 4MeV Neon beam with 1.0 gC/m line charge density. Each
winding layer is composed of eight wires whose azimuthal
angles are chosen so that the z-integrated
harmonics
(specifically, the cos (4l+2)$ dependencies for l=1,2,3,4,5) are
zero within each quarter lattice period. The required pulsed
current per winding is close to 5 kA. The dissipated heat over
the expected 10-ms duration of the magnet current pulse is
expected to be quite small presuming no greater than a 1-Hz
repetition rate for ILSE operation.

=
We have also considered some ILSE-specific constraints
and "wishes" in guiding us in the magnet design such as:

=

a)
=

•

:
-

A dynamic aperture large enough to transport space-charge
dominated
Ne + (or alternatively, K+) beams of
approximately
ll.tC/m line charge density with an
undepressed phase advance of 72 degrees per lattice period
(2L=l.0 cn).

b) A peak magnetic field no greater than 2T. If iron is used,
it will be at radii a few cm greater than that of the
conductors by which point the magnetic field has dropped
30% or greater,
c)

L. J. Laslett
A tew years ago, Laslett, Brady, and Celata did some
detailed design on ILSE short period quadrupoles that
concentrated on current windings whose geometry included
abrupt, 90° turns. In the present effort, we have begun
examining designs employing gently curving ends. The design
process includes 1) choosing an _,lgebraic formulation for the
winding geometry 2) using a code such as MAFCO to
compute the magnetic field components at a number of' (r,z)
locations 3) decomposing the field into quadrupole, dodecapole,
etc. components as a func'..;on of z 4) using a particle
simulation code (HIFI) to c,,.iculate tl',edynamic apertm'e _,na
transport lattice made of st_ch magnets. HIFI was especially
designed to be a fast-running (<4 Cray CPU minutes for ILSElike parameters) by treating the beam space charge as being
that due to a uniformly charged 2-D ellipse. The external
focusing fields are treated in far greater detail, including zresolved fringe and azimuthal harmonic fields.

b) Elimination in a z-integral sense and minimiza!ion local!y
of higher order harmonic components (e.g. dodecap,31e)of
the magnetic field,
'_

Design

According to preliminary HIFI code results, the useful
dynamic aperture of these magnets is about 5.2 cm, This
aperture is limited more by particle loss to the beam pipe
walls than by emittance growth. More detailed particle
simulation runs must be done in order to take into account
effects of image charges on the beam pipe and higher-order
multipole-induced deviation of the beam from a uniform
ellipsoid. We expect to use the SHIFT-XY code and, possibly,
an improved version of HIFI to study these effects.

A maximum winding length in each quadrupole no greater
than 30 cm in order to retain space for induction core
gaps, pumping ports, and diagnostic access,

d) A magnet design which is compatible with the inclusion
of low field dipole steering/correction magnets. Some
steering algorithms require one set of such magnets for
each transverse plane per lattice period.

_
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ILSE

Concept

Induction

Lou Reginato

Amorphous

Material

induction linac is the
induction cores. The
duration establish the
gradientof 300 to 400

Cell

and Craig

Studies
Fong

Selection

,,

ferromagnetic material used in the
accelerating voltage and the pulse
size of these cores. For ILSE, a
kV/m and a duration 1 to 2 its will
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a crucialfactor.
full scale
Considerable
heavy ion fusion
effort driver
has already
,.,,herematerialcost
been investedwill
in the
be
for ILSE.1 The material must have a high flux swing (delta
B)
and low magnetizing currept
(delta i)
un0er high rates of
investigationofthemagnetic
materials
whichareappropriate
magnetization(dB/dtj The Allied 2605 series of amorphous
materialseems to be a very good match to our requirements.
This material can be mass producedin usable width as thin
ribbon (15 to 20 microns thick) with high resistivity and a
total flux swi,g of 2 to 3 Tesla.
The insulation requiredbetween layers is a ftalction of
the rate of magnetization, ribbon thickness and width. For
ILSE, the insulation must ,v!thstand 10 to 20 volts/turn,
Previous efforts hav_ concentrated on finding interlaminar
insulation that allows annealing after the material is wound
into a core. Annealing is essential in cores used at lower
frequency(= 60 Hz) since it results in considerableincrease in
flux swing and reduction in magnetization losses. For our
applications where dB/dt is between 2 and ,_Tesla/microlas,
the eddy current losses will dominate, hence the magnetizing
currents will be determined strictly by the rate of
magnetization and the material thickness. For ILSE, the "ascast" material should be quite acceptable andthe requirement
that the insulation withstand annealing temperatures is not
necessary.
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Fig. 1 Core losses at differentrates of magnetization
ILSE Accelerator

Cell Design

Figure 2 is a side view of the electrostatic
accelerationsection. To maximize,transportable_l
current,
the half lattice period of the beam transportquadrupolesmust
be varied from 33 to 50 centimeters. Eachacceleration cell is
segmented into three radial cores. A 2 inch wide materialwas
chosen to minimize the interlaminar voltage levels and
provide optimal radial packing factors. This keeps the
maximum voltage in each core to a nominal 11.1 kV, or a
gap voltage of 33.3 kV which avoids the need for dielectric
fluids or insulating gases in either the cell or the pulse
modulator. Moreover, core segmentation allows a more
uniform magnetizing current and avoids saturation on the
inside portionof the core and permits thyratrons to be used as
the pulse forming network modulator switchingdevice.

We are presently fabricating induction cores that utilize
2 inch wide material with a 2.5 _tm type C Mylar as
interlaminar insulation. A test core was wound with a
packing factor of 0,78 using 25 I.m_thick 2605-$3A. Other
materials such as 2605-$2 will be wound into a full size core
and tested at the full rate of magnetization before a final
selection is made. Preliminary studies indicate that the 2605SC or $2 will provide a nearly optimum solution in terms of
energy loss and cost effectiveness. Core losses for several
2605 alloys at different rates of magnetization are shown in
Figure 1.

Another requirement is the need for a well aligned
beam transport system. Early estimates call for alignment
errors that errors not exceed 100 microns in the electric focus
section. Quadrupoles will be independently supported mid
articulated relative to a straight line reference system isolated
from the beamline vacuum vessel. Axial space shared with
the core modules along the longitudinal axis is used for the
quadrupole high voltage leads, articulation and straight line
reference alignment interfaces, vacuum ports, and diagnostics
leads. The core design is modular which allows stacking of
the core modules as the half lattice period grows thereby
maintaining the acceleration gradient.

lA. Faltens and S. Ro_nblum, Appl. Phys. 57 (1),
15 April, 1985.

The acceleration schedule for ILSE will require careftd
tailoring of the voltage waveform at each gap in order to
provide energy gain, and current amplification with adequate
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Fig, 2 Induction module for electrostatic focusng section
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Fig. 3

longitudinal control.
The 2 to 4 MeV electrostatic
acceleration section requires waveforms which are initially
triangular in time with a 1.3 microsecond duration. The
waveforms become rectangular in shape and decrease in
duration from 2 microsec to 500 nanosec. To satisfy these
requirements we envision building modulators with pulse
forming networks (PFNs) switched by a thyratron. These
pulsers are expected to produce the desired waveform with a
maximum error of +5%. Since the waveshape must be
controlled to better than 1% and must be capable of fast
correction at the leading and trailing edges, we tentatively
plan to employ an active hard-tube modulator in a feedback
system to achieve the desired accuracy. The bulk of the
acceleration voltages will therefore be provided by fixed PFN
modulators while the fast correction will be provided by a few
of these more expensive modulators. Figure 3 is a simplified
schematic of a switched PFN modulator which uses the
Blumlein type of circuit to generate a ramped voltage
waveform. A resonant circuit is used to provide reset current
to the induction cells during the charge cycle. The fast
correction modulator has not been designed. However, it will
employ some type of hard tube which can operate in the
linear mode or as an on-off switch. Correction voltage "ears"
will also be generated by means of line type modulator.

.1.3

A simplified resonant charging circuit and switched
pulse forming netweork is shown here.

Fast

Split-Harp
Emittance
Measurements
A Multichannel
Waveform
Analyzer
S. Eylon

and C. Lionberger

Emittance measurements, using two slit scanners,
in MBE-4 and SBTE required about 1000 machine pulses,
which at the rate of one pulse every 5 seconds took more
than one hour, A fast emittance measurement system is
suggested for the ILSE experiment. 'The system uses a slitharp scanner to minimize the scan time. Ali the angular
data (X' in Fig. 1), is gathered by the harp in a single
fast
multichannel
analyzer. XThis
reduce the
machine,pulse
at awaveform
given
and wil!
measuredby
tmmber
of machine
pulsesslitonposition
ILSE to about
20-30, i.e. ana
emittance scan will take about 1.5 minutes at the above rate.
A profile measurement, i, e. beam current density profile,
size and position, using a single coarse harp will only
require a single machine pulse,
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Fig. 2 The fastslit.harpemittancemeasuringsetup.

During the reportperiodan expandablesixteenchannel fast waveform digitizer was i_urchased after
evaluating several brands of such digitizers. The analyzer is
capable 512 samples at a sample rate of 125 MS / sec i.e.
pulse duration up to 4 ms with a rL_etime of about 12nsec.
Several of the MBE-4 data acquisition and analysis software
programs required changes to support the new system. The

_.._
Silt
System
Boa

Silt

2 Slits

,

with variable dimensions. The PHASE program, used to
program
upgraded
tosupport
slit,.harpdta'ing
probe
define theCONFIG
region inwas
phase
space that
will beascanned
the measurement, was given the capability to present the
results of the si×teen channels after each exploratory firing
of the beam. The SCAN program which does the emittance
scan is now capable of a sequence consisting of positioning
the slit and the harp, taking up to sixteen channels of data,
and then moving to the next position; in additiorr,tile harp
can be moved to intermediate positions for a given slit
position to increase the angular resolution. The program
DISPLAY, which presents results computed from the scan
data, has been modified to pre-process the equal-wire.distance
harp data format into the equal.angle format used in the
remainder of the program. These modified programs still
perform as before with old data files and the various
diagnostic probes and digitizers already in use.
The fast slit harp emittance diagnostics system has
been assembled and installed in the SBTE, and a complete
emittance measurement has been performed on the single
beam.

Fig. 1 The slit-harp and the double slit methods,
The fast emittance diagnostic setup is shown in
Fig. 2. SBTE harp scanners were modified to enhance the
harp time response andreduce beam and electrical "crosstalk"
between channels. Miniature coaxial insulated cables were
used to connect the harp wires, and a positive bias plate was
placed behind (down stream from) the harp wires at a
distance of lmm. The bias plate collects the approximately
10 electrons ejected from a harp wire when struck by one
beam ion thus increasing the wire current signal by about
10. The ejected electrons follow the electric field lines
defined by the bias potential thus eliminating stray electrons
and reducing the "crosstalk" between the harp wires. Signal
conditioning systems using commercially available
instrumentation anaplifier modules have been installed as
close as possible to the harp scanner outputs to increase the
signal to noise ratio along the transmission cables to the
main control rack.
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